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Here's 10 concrete and practical exercises
You can do them anywhere to ground yourself in moments of overwhelm and self doubt. Ignite your
creative self to be more productive, focused and calm.

Use these whenever you need to remind yourself of where you are now. Try not to get lost in the details or
think too far in the future. Right now your task is simply to ground yourself.
All of these are open source. Feel free to share widely, but please acknowledge where you got the information
from. Just like honouring your ancestors and your past experiences, I ask you to keep that integrity in all parts of
your life and acknowledge the source if you share with others. Now let’s move beyond acknowledgement and into
the doing.
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Grounding is a technique that connects you back to the earth. But for the purposes of this document, we
will use it as a term to reconnect to yourself now on the earth, considering the context we are currently
living in. These exercises help you find the strengths from your past to fortify the present and create a
momentum that will propel you into realizing the vision of your future. Choose the ones you feel work best
for you. Everyone is different and has their own way of working.
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Acknowledgement
memory exercise

Image credit: Global council of indigenous women

(Taken from decolonialthoughtworkshop.wordpress.com)

Now pick yourself up and go for a walk: around your room, the place where you are right now or around the block
and see what sparks a memory. Honour the privilege you have to be on the territory you are right now. Think about
one or two or three memories of contentment or joy from your past. These memories serve as an catalyst. I
humbly suggest to honour whatever you are feeling right now, but remind yourself that if you have the capacity to
feel those positive emotions, you can feel them again. Repeat and continue until you find the corners of your mouth
start to slightly move upwards. Yes, you are smiling.

Why?
You are doing this so you can literally move past a moment of emergency and into the next moment. By incorporating
the simple action of movement and connecting to memory you are activating the past to help you in the present.
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As many of us are settlers, immigrants or descendants of those
forcefully brought to this land, it is our collective responsibility to
pay respect and recognize that this land is traditional indigenous
territory. We are here because this land was occupied. In
recognizing that this space occupies colonized First Nations
territories, and out of respect for the rights of indigenous people, it
is our collective responsibility to critically interrogate the colonial
histories and present day implications of this.
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Change your
perspective:
Literal

So let’s literally change your perspective...

Image credit: Archan Nair

You can do this from anywhere;
Up high: Get up as high as you can. What do you see that you don’t normally see? What would normally be
looking down from this perspective? Name anything. Is there anything you notice that you didn’t see before?
Do as many as you need from different points of view; down low, up close, look far or change your pace.

Why?
Imagine that the scene in front of you can see and you know, understand, can tackle and is possibly even
beautiful and fun to engage with.
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Sometimes you feel stuck in what seems in an endless loop. It’s possible you have been
looking at things or acting from the same perspective for too long. Like we say: When a
photographer can’t change the scene, they change their angle or lens to get the best
shot. Similarly, when you can’t change your situation, you can change your perspective
to get the best out of the moment.
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Scheduling
necessity

Check your schedule or take stock to see if you have scheduled (mentally) in each day:
a) You time. Time that is just for you. It could be as simple as taking the time to savour your
favourite food, fitting in exercise, listening to a podcast, etc.
It has to be every day!
b) Social time. Schedule time to do something fun with family (it could be simple like
cooking together) call a friend or , check in on a neighbour.
Make it conscious.

Image credit: Gerd Altmann

Why?
There is great benefit to slowing down and doing things well with a focused mind. When we connect with others’
we bring back purpose into our lives. Purpose is not goal based achievement, but rather how we choose to act
out of kindness, compassion and love.
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Our lives are typically over scheduled and depending on your circumstances you may be
missing out on scheduling time for yourself and time for others. Relationships with both
ourselves and others are an important way to prevent feeling isolation, loneliness or
depression.
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Butterfly hug
Touch is an important human need. Terms exist in psychology, such as skin hungry and touch deprivation because
sometimes we are lacking that physical contact with another. It is a need that is necessary to survive and in fact a good
hug reduces the stress hormone cortisol.

The approach:
Cross your arms over your chest, so that your hands are on the opposite shoulder.
Try to point your fingers towards your neck rather than your arms.
Your eyes can be closed, or partially closed.
You alternate the movement of your hands, like the butterflies flapping their wings.
Don’t worry about creating a rhythm or a pattern.
Just allow your hands to tap freely.
Breathe slowly and deeply (abdominal breathing) and try not to judge any of the thoughts that pass through your mind.

Why?
The tapping helps to wake up your body and increase circulation.
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The “Butterfly Hug”, or “Hug of self love” was developed by Lucy Artigas, while working in Acapulco with survivors of
hurricane Paulina in 1997.
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Seated grounding
A technique I learned studying dance movement therapy, that you can do
just about anywhere.

Next push your feet into the ground, imagine any stress filtering down
from your mind, down through your body and out through your feet into
the ground. Let your ancestors take that stress away for you.

Image credit: Fred Caputi

Why?
To feel grounded in this way is to remind yourself that you are here now. You are not in the past or in the
future, but you can only deal with this moment now, where you are seated, and what you can feel in that chair
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Here is what to do:
Sit down in any chair where your feet reach the floor. Close your eyes and
first focus on your breath. Breathe in slowly for the count of three, then
out slowly. Now focus on your body. How does your body feel sitting in
that chair? Move to make sure you are sitting at the back of the seat where
your back is pressing on the back of the chair. Can you feel the contact
between your body and the chair’s surface? If the chair has arms, touch it,
is the material smooth or textured? Press your arms down the length of
the chair arm, notice if your hands hang off the end or not. If your chair
doesn’t have arms, touch the material on the seat, how does that feel?
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Gratitude brain change recipe

Store in a thingamajig to keep your gratitude fresh, such as a wallet, box or album. Repeat recipe daily and be sure to add one
new yield minimum, by looking at previous recipe and adding. Soon you will have an abundance of gratitude and slowly you
will notice you have more and more positive words in your vocabulary.

Why?
Show your uniqueness using your own words and creativity. Decorate to taste.
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According to Berkley University, practicing gratitude can literally change your brain over time to become more goal oriented as
it creates a greater activation in the medial prefrontal cortex. Okay, but you are in freak-out mode and you need results now.
Time: 2-10 minutes
Ingredients:
1-47 writing utensils
1 something or other to write on (optional stickies)
1 dash of positivity1 sprinkle of hope
1 heaping glob of self appreciation
1 thingamajig to keep recipe fresh
Recipe:
Recall what is gratitude? According to the Oxford English dictionary: “Gratitude is being thankful. Showing appreciation for and
returning kindness.” This can be towards yourself or towards other people. Regardless, this is a recipe that everyone will love
the results.
Take 1 writing utensil and write a minimum of one thing that you are grateful for on your something or other. This is where you
will need your positivity, hope and self appreciation. Remember gratitude can be shaped however you want -and can be big or
small. Size does not matter for this recipe. No judgement!
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54321 method

From wherever you are:
Working backward from 5, use your senses to list things you notice
around you.
5 things you can touch,
4 things you see,
3 things you can hear,
2 things you can smell,
1 thing you can taste.

Image credit: Farah Fancy

Note: Some of the senses you may need to get up and look for them. Be creative with how you can find or make
them. Who knows what you might find and discover about what you like and what you don’t.

Why?
Be curious around you to remind your body is capable of more than any negative thing you are feeling right now. By
provoking a curiosity of what is around you to fire different neuro-connections and neural-pathways that maybe have
not been activated in a while.
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Not everyone prefers working with only their mind. And some
people use their mind so much that they forget about the other
senses. This is a quick exercise to help you move past the moment
you are in. Use your other senses as a tool to bring you strength and
power.
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Use an
anchoring
phrase
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Why?
This is a simple reminder of things you
know and not all the unknowns of what
you do not. Sometimes it is the worrying
of what we do not know that pushes us
over the edge.

Do something just for fun.
Dance your favourite move; sing out
karaoke style; let out any sound that is
in you right now; laugh out loud in as
many outrageous styles you can thing
of; scribble on a piece of paper
without thinking, make a funny
face…….

Why?

Sometimes we put undo expectations on ourselves. These expectations
of what is acceptable of how we should act or behave in certain cases
limits our potential, our creativity and our ability to relax. The more you
have fun, the more you get addicted to doing it.
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Let loose

Focus on the concrete.
This might be something like,
My name is…….
I am …….years old.
I live in ……..city.
Todays date is……..
I am in …… (the space you are in)
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Connectivity:
An indigenous/Aboriginal principle

Take a few moments to think who you are connected to, going back into the
past. What are the accomplishments of your ancestors? What are the
attributes that you have gained from them? What are the characteristics of
various indigenous cultures you know of? What is something you want to
learn more about so you can be more culturally appreciative?

Image credit: artist unknown

Why?
Our ancestors have built the foundation for whatever privileges we currently have (whether it be physically
where you are now, your genetics, your capacity to learn, create, what ambition surges through your
blood………). It is up to you to build your capacity and set your desires in motion. The more you feel connected
to the world the more you will feel where is your unique place.
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As we started with this document thinking about the original caretakers of
the earth, so too shall we end. There are many Indigenous/Aboriginal
Peoples around the world that believe in the principle of connectivity - that
everything in the universe is connected. The spirit world is connected to the
mortal world, the sea is connected to the land, and the sky is connected to
the ground. Connectivity explains the connection people have to their
communities, their traditional territories, the ecosystem on those lands.

Are you still lacking productivity?
If you continue being stuck and disconnected what will happen?
Or do you want:

30
min.

Book your 30 minute Shift Call
TOGETHER we will identify your next step to get things moving towards
being your audacious self. Be a Fearless Flawsome Leader.

Email me for your Shift Call at: Farah@FarahFancy.com
Use subject title: Shift call
farahfancy.com
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Focus without self doubt
Clarity on your gifts and value
Pride in your identity without shame
Mindset tips to rid overwhelm
Integrate your creative spirit into all aspects of what you do

